We focus on the space-time block c0de.s proposed in [ l ] for the quasi-static multi-input multi-output (MIMO) Rayleigh fading channel, referred to as the D-BLAST lattice codes. We propose a soft decision feedback decoder based on the list implementation of the sphere decoder to mitigate error propogation and demonstrate the performance improvements accrued by this decoder through simulation results. A power optimization result is established which can be employed on any full modulation diversity lattice to obtain further performance gains. We examine the coding gain achieved by the lattice codes and show that in general, constructing a full modulation diversity lattice which also optimizes the coding gain is a challenging problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
It was shown in [2] that the D-BLAST architecture could realize a significant portion of the MIMO outage capacity by employing single input single output (SISO) component codes, Coding for the D-BLAST architecture has been considered in [3, 4] and more recently in [l]. In [ l ] we proposed the D-BLAST lattice codes which employ SISO component codes based on algebraic number theory on this arcbiiecture. The decoding strategy .involved zero forcing (ZF) or MMSE filtering to obtain the soft statistics followed'by SISO decoding using the sphere decoder and had a roughly O ( K 3 ) per symbol interval average complexity at moderate to high S N R for a system with K component codes. For a system with N receive and K transmit antennas, employing K SISO constituent full modulation diversity lattice codes, it was shown through an error probability analysis ( conducted for the ZF filtering case) that a diversity order of NK -.
is achieved for the frame error probabilty (FEP). The analysis also yielded the coding gain (obtained earlier as the design criteria in [4] ) when all component codes employed the same full modulation diversity lattice. However, the problem of obtaining full modulation diversity lattice optimizing the coding gain was not addressed. In Section VI we examine this problem and show that a large family of full modulation diversity lattices is not suitable with respect to the coding gain criteria. Nevertheless also in Section VI, we conduct a power optimization which can be used to increase the coding gain achieved by any full modulation diversity lattice.
A major hinderance in achieving performance improvements with the D-BLAST. architecture is error propagation.
[3] addresses this problem by employing a single trellis code which is decoded using ZF or h4MSE decision feedback detection coupled with Viterbi decoding through the use of per-survivor processing.
In'order to keep the decoding complexity low, we consider soft decision feedback detection. Note that for the D-BLAST lattice codes, error propagation can also be reduced by increasing w, the width of the diagonal with a corresponding increase in the dimension of the lattice codes. The drawbacks of this strategy are that the decoding complexity scales as w2 and the rate loss due to the initial set up and termination for each frame also increases. Soft decision feedback detection was also advocated in [51 but no explicit code design along with the decoding strategy to obtain the a posteriori probabilities, was suggeted. In Section V using the structure of our codes, we consider a simple, low complexity technique to obtain the soft decisions based on the list implementation of the sphere decoder [6] . Section I1 presents the channel model whereas Sections I11 and IV review the code description and the . decoding respectively.
. .
Channel Model
The discrete-time block fading model of a wireless communication system in a flat fading environment with N receive, K transmit antennas and a coherence interval of T symbol periods is given by
Y is the N x T received matrix and X is the K x T space-time block code (STBC). The fading is described by the N . .where 1. 1 is the standard floor operator. The index set of mLh layer, Lk IS given by
where a(.) is defined as
It can be noted that the>ate of the code in bits per channel use is given by R = v. For typical values of the frame length in a quasi static channel ( a few hundred symbol intervals) the rate loss due io the initial set up and termination can be ignored and we have that L. Thus for L = K the code entails almost no loss in spectral efficiency and transmits K symbols per channel use i.e. at nearly 'full rate' in the terminology of [lo] . Further note that even the'cod4 of [lo, 1 I] 
VI; Error Probability Analysis
An error probability analysis was conducted for the D-BLAST lattice codes decodedusing the ZF filter, in [l]. We briefly present the main results which will then he used in sub-sections VI-A and VI-B. For convenience, we consider a K transmit antenna system with K layers and N 2 K . We expand the average FEP obtained using the ZF filter and denoted by Pr(&) as Further; in this paper w'e focus'on the high SNR regime and obtain ( 1 +
6 4+
3~0 t e that the following simple rule is used due the absence of any auter code and the average energy of constellation y
B. Optimum Lattice
We now consider the problem of determining the optimum full modulation diversity lattice, which maximizes the coding gain (25). We seek to construct a full modulation diversity lattice that is good ( i.e. yields a large coding gain) for a range of input constellation sizes (Yl where y c Z[i] . Note that such an approach may not yield a lattice optimum with respect to a particular information constellation Y , but an exhaustive search for generator matrices maximizing (25) rapidly gets intractable for even moder-
where A is the lattice generated as MZ[iIK. We seek to obtain a family of matrices {MI with X M > 0. Note that XM may be thought of as the unnormalized coding gain obtained with M .
A similar approach for finding good lattices for the perfectly iilterleaved Rayleigh fading, single transmit antenna channel was adopted in [7, 141 and more recently in [15] . The unnormalized coding gain expression for that channel involves the minimum product distance defined as For both the cases A = MZK and A = MZ[iIK [7, 14, 15] provide full modulation diversity lattices obtained through canonical embeddings of algebraic number fields, which ensure (27) has a value equal.to 1. After ensuring a non-zero value of (27), [ 14,151 maximize the coding gain by minimizing the average energy. Unfortunately for our channel for general N and K , as proved in the theorem below, for a large family of full modulation diversity lattices, (26) is equal to 0 and finding full modulation diversity lattices which ensure a non-zero value of (26) In this paper we restrict our attention to the full modulation diversity lattices provided in [7, 15] . Through simulation examples we show the performance improvements obtained through power optimization done on those lattices. Hence the error probabilities provided here serve as an upper bound to the best attainable error rates. the total rate is (almost) 4 bits PCU. We plot the FEP achieved by using the ZF filter, for three choices of the matrix A given by, A1 = c . x diag{4/5,1/5},A1 = c x diag{3/4,1/4} and A' = c x diag{l/3,2/3} where c is the normalizing constant and A* denotes the optimal choice. Note that the diversity order of all the FEPs is 3 and at the FEP of lo-' the optimized design gains ahout 1.3 and 2 d B 'ompared to the design with A2 and A1 ~ respeclively.
VIII. CONCLUSION We considered the D-BLAST lattice codes and ro osed a simle low complexity soft decision feedback decozr lased on the ~ Est implementation of the sphere decoder, to,mitigate error prorgation. We established a power optimization result which can e employed on any full modulation.diversity lattice to obtain 
